Spiritual Shortcuts and Meeting Agenda
Read at every meeting

Fearless Vision Project Group Purpose: A Fearless Vision Project group meets for one purpose—to give
voice and spiritual support to the entrepreneurial vision of each group member, to create visioneurs.
Check in: Go around the group and allow each member to share Fearless Vision Project milestones and
miracles since the last meeting. (two‐three minutes each) Then read aloud The Spiritual Shortcuts.
1. We surrender—We surrender all ordinary citizen thinking. We are spiritually empowered
creative beings. We desire to create and innovate from our own spiritual centers. We also
acknowledge the spiritual power of our partners to provide us with ideas, affirmative language,
and energy to support our amazing success going forward.
2. We focus—We focus on the power and relentless passion of our creative/entrepreneurial spirits
to expect and be open to all possibilities for success. We now assume the same feelings we will
have when our dreams are actualized.
3. We decide—We decide to be fearless. Fear and negative, self‐defeating thinking is the cause of
our problems and unhappiness. We commit to let go of these self‐defeating thought processes
on a daily basis regardless of outer appearances. We are entrepreneurs. We only see the goal.
4. We forgive—We forgive ourselves and all others.
5. We ask—We ask our fellow team members for spiritual support in knowing that our needs are
being fulfilled by the power of our persevering mutual spirit. Each member shares their vision
book and goals.
6. We give thanks—We give thanks to the great unseen spirit that supports entrepreneurs
everywhere and gives actuality and success to our ideas and creations.
7. We dedicate—We dedicate a full return (money, love, kindness, helpfulness, service, etc.) to the
universe, to the planet, to our customers, to our employees, to our family, and to all of our
fellow travelers.
8. We vow—We vow to remain focused despite any negative or fearful events or feelings. We
acknowledge that obstacles are only a part of our path to success. We vow to release our fears
and remain true to our dreams.

Closing: We now have an agreement that the power of positive visioning is ours. We dedicate ourselves
to supporting one another with our thinking, our prayers, and the vision of the fulfillment of our spiritual
potential.

